
6/8/82 
Dear 	Hayes, 

In a subject ao vast, with so much written and where there are so many 
disagrdemonte amon the writers, there is a acrioun problem for the newcomer: 
upon what can I depend? You have that problem, together with whether or not you 
are reasonably safe in acceptinA my criticisms of other writers and researchers. 

Oiromatances have forced me into A public role and to the degree I enn I try to meet these responaibilities. honestly. And will* 
While moat of the soecalled critics are agreed that the official JFK 

assassination connkuniceus are =tenable, on just about all other matters we are 
in strong dkagreementi 

This is one of thOvesons I recommended the woljk of two others only. I 
would not recommend, for example, what is factually correct, for the most pert, and doctrinally 49 seriously Istmest flawed. You might not be able to perceive this flaw, 
major fait  which also involves dishonesty. 

To me, the °rine and its consequences area much too sigrificant and serious 
for enY irrosirenribility, so to a largo dogroe I an detaohed from nest of the others now.. I therefar/hsvo no curt* knowledge of critics in your area. HoweVer, as of my last knowledgS, there is nobody to whom I'd have referred you. 

To theidegree I can I"11 jry to help you, if you desire it, and when you have any questions I'll try tg provide you with means of making your own independent assessment, which is thy. responsibility of all writers, as I see it. 
As you read, I suiiast that you flak yourself, 11 thin adequately suppord? Is it reasonable? 

Good luck! 

Harold Weisberg 



June 3, 1982 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 

Please find enclosed a check for $7.15-covering the cost of one 
copy of Whitewash and proper insurance for its delivery. 

Again, I would like to thank you for taking the time to talk to 
me over the phone earlier today regarding the assassination. Your 
guidance at this early stage of my own personal investigation is 
helpful and appreciated. 

During our conversation you pointed out several books which 
you considered recommended reading on the subject. If there are 
any others which you'd like to suggest, please do so. In addition, 
if there is anyone in the Los Angeles area who you feel would be 
a good, reliable source for me please let me know. Any words of 
advice concerning the study and investigation of the assassination 
will not go unheeded. 

In the meantime, thank you and good luck with your current 
pursuits. 

Sincere y, 
114.4 	jeS 
rian Hayes 
18540 Plummer St. #138 
Northridge, CA 

91324 


